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The Top Overhaul Decision Among the toughest decisions for an aircraft owner, we look at the decision process in greater detail than ever before. by LPM Staff



E



ditor’s note: This is a topic far too broad in scope to do with a single or even two articles, so we have decided to do a series of articles on the top overhaul, each of which will be able to stand alone. The level of technical terms and language will be oriented to owners who are not mechanics, in other words—the average owner, and avoidance of overly technical language will be our guide. In addition, we will place each series article in an additive fashion on a Web site called Dropbox, so if you start an LPM subscription in the middle of the series you can download free all the preceding articles in the series with a special Internet address that we will furnish with each article. That way you can get the complete series. Page 24 of each LPM issue now has a list of these individual Internet addresses (URLs) and a the title of the article it will open, most of which will be in Adobe pdf format. In addition, there will be some LPM files made available for download that are of general reader interest such as an 11 year index of articles. The Top Overhaul Overview For many aircraft owners, putting their aircraft in the hands of shops for potentially major cost work is only slightly less daunting than heading for the hospital for an amputation of the cranium. Two such jobs are annual inspections and major overhauls, but the piece of work over which owners are most likely to lose their heads (and possibly their shirt) is the top overhaul, during which the most severely tested portion of the engine receives close scrutiny and, perhaps, some mechanical rejuvenation. When the cylinders are involved, it follows in that hellish environment, added to wear and tear, that the scars of time and abuse come with the territory. Following this comes cost, down time and hard questions as to how to proceed. Detailed www.lightplane-maintenance.com



attention must be paid to the condition of the cylinders beyond calendar time and operational hours if you want to maximize the life. Questions must be answered as to when to apply remedies and how many remedies to apply in order to protect your engine without wiping out your bank account. Some of the most difficult to answer questions are when a top vs. major makes sense financially, and whether just freshening up a cylinder vs. an overhaul of some cylinders or topping all cylinders is the right as well as the cost-effective thing to do. In this first article installment, we will look at top overhauls in general. In the following paragraphs and ensuing series articles we will examine the engine area and parts that the top overhaul concerns in as much detail as we can in a general interest aviation publication without becoming engine or aircraft model specific. When Is It Necessary? The “top overhaul” is to aircraft maintenance what the coronary bypass is to medicine: a costly, sometimes controversial procedure designed to prolong life or forestall the inevitable, depending on your point of view. The cost is high, the outcome not always guaranteed—although the statistics are on your side. To be sure, the top overhaul (or “ring and valve job,” in automotive parlance) has its place in aircraft maintenance. But many experts feel it’s also one of the most oversold procedures in aviation. Got a low jug? “Let’s top it,” the mechanic; says. On inspection, the cylinder is beyond limits. Want to grind it oversize? Okay. “But if we grind one jug oversize, you really should do the others, too.” (Another famous



System Maintenance sales pitch: “You know, there really isn’t that much additional labor to do all four cylinders, as opposed to just one...”) A statement once made by a Lycoming customer service manager was how unfortunate it was that too many people are spending money needlessly on top overhauls. It was—and still is—Lycoming’s contention that with proper care, and “fairly frequent flight” (defined by Lycoming as 15 hours per month), most engines should reach their normal TBO without a top overhaul along the way. Some, probably too many, operators do top overhauls prematurely, and there’s little doubt that many of these are premature to a downright waste of money. But some operators are utilizing the top overhaul as part of a carefully considered game plan for extending TBO (time between major overhauls). Many questions LPM gets run along the lines of: “Should I major the engine at the factory-recommended TBO, or should I top it now and try for TBO-plus-400?” And: “If I top it, when should I top it?” “What should a decent top consist of?” “Who should do the work?” “How should the engine be broken in?” These are not easy questions with universal answers. They’re a lot harder when you’re cheek-to-jowl with Mr. Goodwrench. Then, it’s best to have the These jugs are all being prepped for final assembly. While it is an interesting shot, it may or may not be a very conducive environment to good assembly. The best environments for both cylinder and engine buildup are ultra clean, uncluttered and dedicated to the specific function with a very orderly sequence of events laid out. Look for such work areas in shops you choose.
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This cylinder removal and damage is the fault of the operator. Notice the damaged lower stud, cracked port and ruined exhaust mounting face. This meant there was a very noticable exhaust leak going on for some time that should have been spotted and easily fixed.



answers in advance, rather than to just wing it or shift the decision making to the shop, because that has a high probability of costing you more than it needs to. Definition of Terms The term “top overhaul” means many different things to many different people. In some quarters it means pulling the cylinders off, inspecting them, repairing them as needed, and putting them right back in service with as few new parts as possible and as low costs as possible. To others, it means a complete ring and valve job, to new limits, for every cylinder, meaning that the barrels are brought back to new specifications through the purchase of new barrels, or new cylinders, or grinding oversize, or some form of barrel restoration process e.g. CermiNil. To still others, it means reworking just the jugs that need to be reworked. (Everybody agrees on one thing, which is that the word “top” in “top overhaul” refers to the cylinders and reciprocating parts of an engine, as opposed to the “bottom end,” which consists of the crankshaft, camshaft, crankcase, main bearings, oil sump, and gear train.) Broadly speaking, then, a “top overhaul” can be considered any operation that results in the removal of one or more cylinders and the refurbishment (if not the actual replacement) of worn top-end components. As such, it has its conceptual counterpart in the turbine “hot section” inspection, which for most jet engines is a required event each 1,200 hours or so. 
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Turbine engines are enormously expensive to overhaul—$60,000 for even the smallest—and to have to tear one down every 2,000 hours would be unthinkable; since most of the wear and tear occurs in the hot parts of the engine; it only stands to reason that the “hot section” should be inspected between major overhauls, and the TBO extended to some fairly high value based on the results of previous hot-section inspections. The same line of reasoning can be applied to piston engines. The highest temperatures (and the most wear) occur in a piston engine top end. The cylinder barrels, pistons, rings, valves, guides, rocker bushings, etc. By inspecting and/or refurbishing the piston engine “hot section” at regular intervals, it ought to be possible to raise the, average piston engine’s TBO if you are a frequent flyer or improve the reliability of a less frequently flown engine. With the exception of the camshaft and accessory gearing, there is not much on the “bottom end” of the typical O-360 or O-470 (or O-520, etc.) that bears looking at much more frequently than 2,000 hours, especially if the engine in question is being flown reasonably frequently. We don’t want to impart the wrong idea here—this hour estimate is said with some caveats such as providing there are no untoward mechanical indications, and the engine is properly taken care of. Even a relatively new engine can have all sorts of bottom end distress, from such things as an improper rebuild, improper care, e.g. infrequent oil changes, which usually manifests itself with making metal or problematic oil analysis or increasing oil usage. Prolonged periods of inactivity with improper storage techniques can also adversely affect the bottom end. In the average owner’s flying experience, the concern needs to be with reliability rather than flying hundreds of hours past published recommended TBO since the average owner flies less than 100 hours a year in this tough economic and high fuel price environment. We do not believe that 20 (or more) year-old engines that have never had the case open for upgrades or inspections is necessarily a good idea for TBO busting, if making TBO at all. Some bottom end parts do deteriorate with enough time, particularly from



the ravages of corrosion, and also other components such as the oil pump in the bottom end can deteriorate over time. So, much depends on how the engine has been maintained during these years and blanket statements on when the bottom end needs to be inspected are tough to defend. One thing is true is that there are many 20-30-year-old engines out there with a case that has never been opened, and they are OK. Some engine experts feel that is too long to go without an internal inspection, while others say as long as it’s running well, then leave it alone. There clearly is not a consensus between experts on this issue. We are certainly comfortable with 20 years as an arbitrary number on our own engines. The above said, we would be remiss if we didn’t remind you that Lycoming and Continental feel that 12 years is the appropriate calendar time to overhaul an engine regardless of total operating time, and have service literature to that effect. That decision of how long, calendar time wise, to not open the engine case is best left between you and a trusted mechanic if you are a Part 91 operator where you have such choices on when to overhaul. Other operating rules such as Part 135 operators have a much more restricted set of rules to operate by, and service bulletins are mandatory without FAA waivers on the time to overhaul. Overall Economics The economics of performing a top (or partial top i.e., a top overhaul of two or three cylinders) as a preliminary to either making TBO or TBO-busting are worth pondering carefully, particularly if the engine in question is already nearing TBO. There’s a rule of thumb for this, fortunately. Consider what has to happen in order for a top overhaul costing $4000 to be cost-effective in the case of an engine that is nearing TBO and costs $16,000 to field major. Obviously, for the top overhaul to be worthwhile, a TBO extension of 25 percent (4,000 divided by 16,000) must be achieved e.g., your O-320 would have to go to 2250 hours (vs. the factory TBO of 2,000), and at that point, you would simply have broken even on the top overhaul. (It will have just paid for itself in terms of forestalling the major.) But let’s look at the case of the Turbo Light Plane Maintenance



Saratoga owner who—when the time comes—is planning not to overhaul but to buy a factory zero time rebuilt Lycoming TIO-540-S1AD at a cost of $62,000. In this instance, a complete top overhaul billing out at $9000 will be cost-effective if a mere 15 percent TBO extension can be achieved. Since the factory TBO is 1,800 hours, this puts the break-even point at 2,070 hours—not an impossible goal. And remember, we are using arbitrary prices. What you may be quoted and prices you may find will vary, possibly enough to alter the nature of the decision of which way to go. The important idea to communicate here is the quantitative process as opposed to absolute numbers we are quoting. One conclusion is clear. If your engine has a low time or is expensive to major (or you intend to spend a great deal of money on a replacement engine from the factory), a late-in-the-TBO-cycle top overhaul is more apt to be cost-effective than if your engine is a cheap one to overhaul and carries a high TBO. Lycoming top-end parts are more expensive, generally, than Continental parts (Lycoming’s sodium-filled exhaust valves, in particular, cost double or triple what most Continental valves do), and Lycoming engines tend to have more generous TBOs, which suggest that that a top overhaul (for TBO-extension purposes) would more often be cost effective for Continental owners than for Lycoming owners. This may be true to some extent, but labor is usually a bigger factor, than parts in the top overhaul bottom line. So essentially the rules apply to Lycoming as to Continental owners. With turbocharged engines, there are additional cost considerations, since turbo component removal and installation as well as whether the turbo should be overhauled at the time of any top end considerations depends on many variables. One thing that is universal is that a turbo will increase the costs of the top by virtue of more hardware to remove and replace in working with the cylinders, so there will be greater labor costs. You will have to do the leg work to get hard quotes on your particular engine to have valid costs to number crunch. With accessories, one or more of these items will likely need replacing somewhere en route to the TBO, if not at the time of the top overhaul. Performing a top www.lightplane-maintenance.com



overhaul doesn’t allow you to defer all decision-making with regard to life-limited components such as magnetos that have a typical 400 to 500 hour or five year time before they should be opened up for inspection—and that is according to service bulletins. Mags are not designed to run to TBO without an internal inspection no matter how frequently the plane is flown. Prophylaxis versus Repair There may be special circumstances under which a top overhaul performed pre-emptively (prophylactically) is warranted—for example, if you are running a Part 135 operation and have a TBO waiver from the FAA requiring you to top your engines every 1,000 hours but generally speaking, for most operators, top overhauls should not be done on a time schedule. They should be done when top-end components are in definite need of inspection and/or repair, as evidenced by the presence of clear-cut distress symptoms. Oil analysis, filter inspections and oil usage are all easy ways to watch out for signs of distress as well as more obvious signs such as low power. By a “clear-cut symptom,” we don’t mean cylinder compression in the sixties. In our opinion, far too many owners are being bamboozled into taking cylinders off simply on the basis of “poor compression,” which most mechanics erroneously define as 60/80. A cylinder being at this value is and of itself not sufficient for cylinder removal in our opinion. As an example, the cylinders on my IO-520 spent over five years in the low 60s before making TBO, and nothing especially untoward was found on tear-down other than all the hone was gone, something to be expected after 1760 hours and a 20 year TBO run. More on this further in the discussion. Some time ago, comments in the Avco Lycoming Flyer, a house publication still available on the Lycoming Web site, made for interesting and enlightening reading: “It has been our experience that either method of compression investigation (direct, or differential) can be handled in such a way as to give almost any reading desired by the person doing the testing. This does not mean that there are necessarily dishonest mechanics, but it is an attempt to advise operators that cylinders should not be pulled indiscriminately, based on a single set of readings.”



There is no FAA rule requiring cylinders to be removed when differential compression goes below 60/80. (If your A&P disagrees with this statement, ask him to produce the regulation.) FAA Advisory Circular 43.13-1b does contain guidelines for compression testing, but AC 43.13-1b is advisory only and does not carry the force of law. It also judiciously uses the term “should” be considered. Likewise, manufacturers’ bulletins are advisory, not mandatory for Part 91 operations, except that they may require the use of special tools per Federal Aviation Regulation 43.13, paragraph (a). This in no way means we are suggesting the wholesale ignoring of these bulletins (quite the contrary), only that they be carefully evaluated as to exactly what they do say. Ignoring some bulletins, particularly those that the manufacturer lists as “mandatory” is definitely risky business without the sage advice by your own expert mechanic to back up the decision to ignore it, and why. Sometimes it’s necessary to parse a sentence as to whether is says “must” vs. “should” as well as whether the source is a rule or advisory in nature. It’s possible that a mechanic or shop with something to sell will quote only the parts of a bulletin or advisory circular that they want you to hear. With AC 43.13-1b for example, the tone is definitely in the “should” rather than “must” orientation. You should read the entire bulletin or Advisory Circular yourself on the topic at hand and discuss it with a trusted ECi does it all from rebarreling cylinders to CermiNil to simple repairs to new jugs to cases.
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Shop Work Basics (Continued From Previous Page) mechanic who does not have a vested financial interest in doing the cylinder work. On compression scores, the FARs are silent. And rightfully so, because it’s simply not that clear cut, generally speaking, particularly with Continentals. Much information is available from Continental on this topic of compression scores in their bulletin on compression leak testing, including the need for a testing with a built-in or access to a separate calibration standard from a calibrated orifice for the compression tester (see TCM SB03-3, 14 pages of good information. Also refer to the latest revision of TCM’s Service Bulletin (SB) 96-12 and Service Information Directive (SID) 97-2 for additional inspection items and pilot awareness topics on cylinders. Continental has had more than its far share of low compression readings, and thus has gone out of its way to fully explain inspection procedures and symptoms, including color photos. It wouldn’t hurt a Lycoming engine owner to read these highly detailed bulletins. Lycoming also has a set of similar orifice standards in their service literature. Make sure any shop doing the cylinder testing on your plane is aware of and uses testers that have been checked with the calibrated orifice standard. Under certain conditions, readings well below 60/80 are perfectly acceptable as long as any leakage is past the rings. Continental has zero tolerance for valve leakage, and rightfully so, and it’s pretty easy to tell the difference. Along with compression testing, Continental considers borescoping to be standard procedure and so should you. The new digital camera scopes even take photos so you can see the evidence with your own eye of any untoward issues, although not all valve issues and only indirect ring issues will necessarily show up. It’s just another tool in the evaluation quiver, which should be employed before any cylinder pulling. Next month we continue our discussion on the top overhaul with how low compression can go, and what constitutes a good top overhaul. See page 24 in this issue for articles available for download from the Dropbox Internet site.
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Put a Tool Kit Together, Cheap That doesn’t mean buying cheap tools in most cases, however we make some distinctions on where and how to save $$$. by LPM Staff



O



ne would think that by now just about every common tool that could be invented for our old GA airplanes has been invented, but you would be wrong. Obviously, new tools get invented to work on new devices and materials, but some old tools have continued to be reinvented or formerly prohibitively expensive tools have become cheap enough to allow an owner purchase of them make economic sense. And who doesn’t like to upgrade if it makes things easier or faster? Not too many years ago one tool revolution was in dirt-cheap import air tools. Thanks to Chinese imports, every owner could have an extensive suite of passable air-powered tools. Perhaps not the greatest quality, but good enough for occasional use with a low cost compressor that would run many of these tools (a larger capacity or two-stage compressor was needed for some high volume tools such as sanders, cutters and die grinders). Now, even compressors have gotten smaller that work these tools as the compressors go to 150 psi or higher. And as time goes by, new tools continue to get invented, reinvented or altered to do old jobs easier and faster or more reliably. The use of lithium-ion batteries has brought about a mini-revolution in powerful “airless” drills, and impact drivers of diminutive proportions that are remarkably powerful, with no air hose to drag around and 30 minute or less recharge times (and lifetime free battery replacements by at least one maker). East Meets and Satisfies West The revolution continues. Tools that were once the purview of the top pros such as borescopes have nearly become commodity items, if not the same quality or versatility as the high-end stuff—good enough to still be of service to owners and small shops. Most of the tools that really have been of a huge help to us in daily use are



not all that costly. There is both import stuff (some junk, some OK) as well as American-made products that need to be selected when quality steels and precision are required for acceptable performance. Here are a few examples of each: Import borescopes and optics and torque wrenches and some measuring tools that are used for general checking rather than final engine assembly, for example, are fine for getting rough or general ideas of acceptability of parts or components. (But we would have reservations on making critical, final engine measurements with low cost “precision” measuring devices without American certificates of current calibration.) We would not use low-end import taps and die sets, cutting pliers or pry bars or any cutting tool where strong steels and precision were primary criteria over price for selection. That said, I buy every conceivable design of cheap import hemostats where strength or precision is unimportant compared to dirt-cheap prices and a million uses for parts grabbing. On the American product side for stuck fastener removal I use Grabit Pro stuck fastener removal bits. They are eminently more effective than the old style easy-out. These new Grabit removers are not especially cheap ($21 for a three popular size set). But they are fast, don’t tend to break, and they work orders of magnitude faster and more reliably than a drill bit and the old, tapered easy-out on broken screws and bolts. The old style easy-out has an angled set of flutes that tend to jam the threads outward, thereby making greater pressure to hold the stuck screw or bolt even more securely. The thin design and methods of use of the old easy-out also tends to beg for breaking the tempered steel easy-out off in the hole, making the problem worse. The Grabit Pro improves on a long standing but cumbersome methodology of using a left-hand drill bit and left-threaded tap and coarse, left-thread Light Plane Maintenance
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The Top Overhaul, Part 2 This time we look at some specific equipment to look for in a shop, as well as using low compression to decide on doing a top. by LPM Staff



E



ditor’s note: This is a topic too broad in scope as well as reader interest to do with a single or even two articles, so we have decided to do a series of articles on the top overhaul, each of which will be able to stand alone. In addition we will place each article in an additive fashion on a Web site called Dropbox, so if you start an LPM subscription in the middle of the series you can download free all the preceding articles in any multi-part series with a password that we will furnish with each issue. If you want paper copies of the issue we have back issues available from our customer service department for the preceding 24 months for a fee. You do not have to download any software, pay or join anything for the digital Dropbox site articles; you simply use the special Internet password that we furnish on the last page of each issue (bottom of third column of page 24, gray box) and download any article you want. The article format will be Adobe pdf and in the magazine format. There will be additional LPM files available for download on Dropbox that are of general reader interest such as an 11 year index of articles, as well as a few always popular topics such as battery maintenance and battery chargers as well as a detailed article on engine cases where we interview Divco and ECi management. If you don’t have a computer or a friend who will download the article for you, contact your local library, and they can do it for you and print it. compression may not be straightforward Continental Service Bulletin 03-3 uses terms such as static cylinder seal and dynamic seal and essentially says the compression of a sitting engine is not a positive indicator of cylinder power making ability and that a whole series of checks are needed. Static seals are of components such as the valves and spark plugs or the cylinder head and barrel, where no leakwww.lightplane-maintenance.com



age is permissible, period. Dynamic seals are of components such as piston rings to the cylinder wall seal. This seal leakage can vary from engine to engine by the cylinder displacement, cylinder choke, ring end gap and piston design. The use of the master orifice tool to calibrate the compression tester brings a new methodology to the process rather than a simple compression reading. The TCM bulletin has step-by-step procedures and a decision logic table to establish the acceptability of the cylinder compression, and it could be well under 60/80, as the master orifice tool establishes the standard to which cylinder compression is compared. Continental also recommends alternative procedures in the event a cylinder fails a test such as staking the valves before condemning a cylinder, which agrees with AC 43.13-1B. This TCM bulletin is 14 pages and something that every Continental owner should be aware of and assure that the mechanic uses the proper orifice tool for accurate, meaningful compression tests. The Lycoming process is similar in that they, too, specify the exact dimensions of the calibrated orifice to be used on their cylinders in SI 1191A, but the service instruction is much more brief. In addition, for cylinder evaluation recommendations, Lycoming has some additional guidelines of no more than a 10-15 psi differential between any two cylinders that would indicate the need for further investigation, and a further check after an additional 10 hours—not an immediate cylinder removal. If the compression is below 60/80 cylinder removal should be considered, but again only after further investigation. So even the manufacturers think 60/80 is not grounds for pulling jugs without further investigation, and especially Continental. It’s also possible that there



are other elements that can cause a “false low.” For example, in a fuel-injected engine, wet plugs (possibly accompanied by degraded performance and a rise in oil usage) can simply mean clogged injector nozzles are the cause of the symptoms. This has been suggested by Lycoming: “A typical complaint from the field, “one Lycoming official notes, “will be reported to us at the factory as a loss of power and the cylinders pumping oil. It is typically caused by a dirty or restricted fuel nozzle.” “The oil residue is a result of insufficient fuel causing low combustion pressures, which prevent the piston rings from doing their job efficiently. Without proper combustion pressures, we do not have sufficient pressure on the compression rings, which allows the oil to leak past.” High oil consumption (one quart per hour) might be a good reason to top an engine—if other distress signs are evident (e.g., poor power output, wet spark plugs, low compression). But even oil wetness on top hole spark plugs—a classic indication of advanced barrel and/or ring wear— doesn’t necessarily mean you’re looking at a top overhaul for the associated jug(s). The main thing to remember is that when deciding the need for a top overhaul, trouble symptoms—not Hobbs time should be your immediate concern; and no one indication of cylinder health should be relied on totally for making the “top” decision (unless, of course, there’s a gaping hole in the side of a cylinder). Look The typical first indication of a potential top being needed is when the compression test comes in at under 60/80, which is not necessarily true. Technique and the calibrated orifice are two items to verify, as well as a recheck.
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Above, for cylinder valve seat and guide work—stone age (above) or cutting edge as on the right? The machine on the left depends on high operator skill. Parts are getting nearly impossible to get. On the right, computer controlled perfection is what you now get at Zephyr Aircraft Engines. Look for such technology.



at the total picture. Cross compare different indicators— compression, oil analysis, spark plug deposits, engine vibration, oil consumption, etc.—and monitor trends; don’t fixate on individual data points. If damage to piston crowns, valves, valve seats, cylinder heads, or cylinder walls is suspected, remember these areas can be checked without removing the cylinder—borescoping. Also, valve-to-guide clearances can be monitored from the rocker box end using the techniques described in the latest version of Lycoming Service Instruction 388. In short, don’t pull a jug unless the handwriting on the cylinder wall is both legible and inescapable. The Well-Tempered Top Once the decision has been made to pull a cylinder, don’t scrimp or cut corners. Have the jug checked out thoroughly, especially if it’s an oldie (more than 1,800 hours TT). If your A&P isn’t equipped to perform detailed cleaning, inspection, and repair work on cylinders, and few shops are, as most shops have shifted to remove and repair experts with lesser trained or experienced workers rather than diagnosticians. Some shops also have high employee turnover, which is not good. 
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Have your errant jug(s) shipped to a properly qualified FAA Repair Station (ECI, etc.). That way, if special repairs are needed, they can be made on-site in minimum time. In most cases these repair stations have a published menu of services and their related expenses. Don’t expect your local mechanic to be able to weld head cracks or grind barrels oversize. Avoid doing a “quick-and-dirty” ring job in the field to correct low compression or high oil consumption unless you are not looking for a real fix, not one lasting over a 100 hours. If a preliminary dimensional check of your cylinders for bore, out-of-round, step-wear, choke, etc. shows the jug(s) to be within service limits, but not within new limits, stop and ask yourself a few hard questions. What is your goal for the top overhaul? If it’s merely to improve compression, you may be justified in fitting new rings to the cylinder, honing it, and putting it back in service essentially unchanged, but by all means check the valve guides, as they are likely out of spec. Likewise, if all that’s wrong with your jugs is glazed barrels, go ahead and hone them to break the glaze, then put them back in service (with new rings, if more than 50 hours old). If, on the other hand, you’re trying to eliminate oil consumption in a large Continental and make TBO 400 hours down the road, or even continue an engine past TBO (to the point where the top overhaul will pay for itself), you should definitely bring the cylinder back to new limits. That will usually mean an oversize grind or reconditioning of the barrel with CermiNil



or possibly a new steel barrel; replacing the exhaust valve guide, or both guides if needed (and the valve, if it’s deformed); fitting all-new rings; and possibly replacing the piston itself, if lands are worn or side play in the barrel has grown. If the exhaust valve-to-guide side play is at all sloppy (consult your Table of Limits), don’t expect the jug to make TBO or TBO-plus without replacing the guide. Take this opportunity to upgrade to the latest applicable guide and valve P/Ns. (Consult the latest revision of Lycoming Service Instruction No. 1037 or Continental SB04-4 and SIL02-6A as applicable.) But be sure your shop hones the guides to the proper finish before putting valves in them—no pre-honed guides for you (see Continental SB04-11), even if they are available, as they are too much of a compromise in our view for sloppy fits. Lycoming S.I. No. 1200C specifies a 30microinch (RMS) surface crosshatch on the guide I.D. (internal diameter) for best service life. Many A&P’s aren’t even aware of this. Cylinder honing is another gray area for many mechanics. “Honing is critical for break-in” a Continental engineer told us. “And not many mechanics know how to do it right.” The same holds for critical valve seat and guide work. We would certainly second that thought and have heard it repeatedly from experts at engine overhaul repair stations as well. Too often in the field you will find hand-held “porcupine” hones that fit in the chuck of an electric drill are used and they are simply too operator sensitive and inconsistent. They may be OK for breaking the glaze on cylinders that built the glaze up from a bad break-in, but to put a really proper hone on, a large floor standing machine designed for this purpose is needed, along with skilled operators. The scratches in the barrel bore should be crossed, with lines running at an angle of 22 to 32 degrees with the end of the barrel. These scratches must be wet-cut uniformly in both directions. The final pattern must be clean cut, not sharp, and totally free of torn or folded metal. Also spelled out in the manufacturer bulletin is requirement for the final hone to finish out at 15 to 30 micro-inches (except at the extreme ends of the barrel, where 45 micro-inches ‘s acceptable). According to Continental, it is okay to run figureeights around the barrel I.D. with 200-grit Light Plane Maintenance



sandpaper after honing to ensure removal of ridges and torn metal. (Not many places outside an engine repair station would you find such a machine. And the really up to date shops use the latest technology rather than 50 year old machines, hard to keep adjusted to tolerances and hard to get parts. Zephyr Aircraft Engines is such a shop with cutting edge machines. See photo at left.) Very important: If the cylinder is to be oven-heated for valve guide replacement (or other repair operations), be sure honing is done after—never before—oven treatment, since residues from the kerosene-type oils used in the honing process will cook down form varnish during the heating up of the barrel(s), thereby glazing the cylinders and preventing proper break-in. Replating Versus Oversize Suppose your barrels are scored (from too many cold starts without a preheat). Or your rings have stuck (or have begun to stick), creating a nasty wear step on the barrel I. D. at the top of ring travel. Or suppose your jugs are okay for I.D. and out-of-round, but can’t be cleaned up while also maintaining the proper choke contour. (That is, if you regrind to restore taper, you no longer meet service limits for bore diameter.) The latter is not an uncommon problem in certain large Continentals. “If you take a cylinder off a Pressurized Centurion after 800 hours,” one engine man told us flatly, “you can be damn sure the choke will be gone, and the cylinder can’t be returned to service.” The next step is usually to grind oversize, or refinish the barrel with something like CermiNil. Which should you do? The answer is easy if you own a latemodel Lycoming. All current production Lycoming engines except O-235-C, O-320-A/C/E, and IO-320-A or C employ nitrided (surface hardened) barrels. And nitrided barrels cannot be ground oversize, except for O-360-B and D and O-540-B barrels, which can be ground .010-inch over, per Lycoming. That said, oversizing of nitrided barrels is approved on many models by various aftermarket companies. Ask your overhauler. For more information, refer to the most up-to-date Lycoming Direct Drive Overhaul Manual, as well as all pertinent service bulletins/instructions and service www.lightplane-maintenance.com



letters. These documents all need to be reviewed as the service bulletin and associated literature is put out long before it is incorporated into even the latest updated overhaul manuals. If these steps are skipped, critical items and the latest manufacturer policies could be missed, including the latest parts. Barring the above caveat, Lycoming operators with standard steel jugs actually enjoy a somewhat greater flexibility than Continental owners when it comes to oversize grinding, since standard-steel Lycoming barrels can be ground .010-inch oversize or, .020-inch oversize (Lycoming supplies rings and pistons in both oversizes, but overhaulers say they haven’t seen these parts in years), whereas Continental jugs can be ground .015-over only, except the IO-520 has .010 over as well, but availability is unknown. If you see green paint on a Lycoming jug, it means the jug is .010-over. Yellow paint at the base of the cylinder signifies .020-over. Orange paint in the holddown area means the cylinder has been chromed, (Continental jugs that have been ground .015-over are not color-keyed but have “.015” impression-stamped into the cylinder hold-down flange—and written in the logbooks.) The decision whether to renew the barrel or go oversize is often a tough one; many factors must be considered, not the least of which is parts availability. Are rings readily available? CermiNil cylinders require different rings than steel. There have been parts shortages in the past for various non-standard components e.g. oversize, so parts availability at the time you want to do the work should be explored for the process that you select. And if they are not readily available, how long will you wait for them or consider another route. (Also, speaking of parts shortages, don’t just think of the cylinders. If you are replacing or overhauling any accessory at the same time such as the Bendix dual mag, look into parts availability as soon as possible, since Continental, owner of the Bendix line, announced last year that it will no longer support the dual mag. That affects quite a few engines. The af-



A borescope exam can spot some important clues to a cylinder’s health. In this case it would have spotted the hone being totally shot as well as a significant ring ridge, indicators of a top (at least) being needed.



termarket such as Aero Accessories, Inc., www.aeroaccessories.com, ph 800-8223200 has stepped in, but some dual mag parts may still be in short supply.) New pistons are required when an oversize grind is done (and are more expensive), whereas when cylinders are resurfaced back to normal (new) dimensions, old pistons can be reused. But it is often the case that pistons must be replaced anyway, due to normal wear. (Piston replacement is not a bad idea, also, if TBO-busting is being contemplated.) The picture is further clouded by the fact that most shops will tell you that if one jug is ground oversize, its opposite mate should be ground over as well, to maintain dynamic balance. (The Avco Lycoming Direct Drive Overhaul Manual recommends over-sizing cylinders and pistons in pairs for this reason.) Not all overhaulers agree. So in the process of adding up the alternatives one must take into consideration the total costs of each operation from grinding oversize to oversize pistons, to availability, as well as how many cylinders you will be doing. The price disparity between the two operations is mooted by considerations involving pistons, rings, and further work on other cylinders. If only one jug is bad, the most cost-effective solution may just be to replace the cylinder assembly with a new one. And if you opt for an exchange cylinder, beware—there is a lot of junk out there, including some poorly done weld MARCH 2012







Compare the condition of the hone (in this case a CermiNil cutaway) to the soft barrel photo on the previous page. With no hone it’s impossible to keep acceptable, reliable compression.



repaired stuff. So such cylinders (actually even factory new cylinders) must be examined by the installing mechanic with a fine tooth comb, with micrometer and calipers in one hand and the Table of Limits in the other. This is not optional in our opinion and reader input of horror stories with even new cylinders is why. Unfortunately, most installing mechanics just take the cylinder out of the shipping box and slap it in. Time is, after all, money. Shops bank on the fact that the most unadulterated junk will hold together for at least 50 to 100 hours, and in today’s environment that could be two or three years, long after any calendar warranty has run out. It’s unfortunate, but installing junk can assure job security in a low utilization and short warranty world. Do all cylinders have to be CermiNil refinished at once? No. There is no reason why CermiNil cylinders can’t be mixed with steel cylinders on the same engine. (“It’s done all the time,” a spokesman for a major east coast overhaul shop told us.) The important thing is not to mix up rings. As for oversize grinding: We disagree with those who maintain that cylinders must be ground oversize in pairs, to maintain balance. Dynamic balance has less to do with the mass difference between oversize and standard pistons than it has to do with the combustion forces acting on opposite sides of the crank. And uneven compression will not 
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necessarily cause more vibration than tolerable. We can personally vouch that an IO-520 with the low 60s on one bank and the high 70s on the other will run just fine for years without excessive vibration or other indication of engine unbalance. At one time we chromed one cylinder and replaced one stretched valve on another cylinder on the right bank. We left the other bank alone. The cylinders on the one side had to come off due to torched and broken studs on that bank and when it was found that the cylinder hone was completely gone and there was a wear step at the top of the cylinder, we chromed while it was off for stud repair and exhaust flange repair from the torched exhaust leak damage. We even reused the pistons with new cast iron rings for chrome. If we could have saved the studs and didn’t have the exhaust flange damage from the exhaust leaks we would have never removed or touched the cylinders for the rest of the TBO run. That type of thing happens every day and cylinders end up being removed with no plan in place. I was fortunate to be working at a shop where, as a worker bee, I was treated with doing only what was absolutely necessary to go another 400+ hours. It was early enough in my mechanical education that I would have sprung for all new jugs all around if I was told that was what was required. Since the other bank was running fine (although the hone was probably well worn since they were still in the low 60s) they were left in place for the balance of the TBO+ run of 460 hours. It all worked out fine and cost under $500 at the time, which was mostly parts and cylinder work for three cylinders since I did all the R&R. The supposed uneven compression bank-to-bank causing vibration issues was never noticed in many years of use to TBO+. The engine was cruised at all rpm ranges from 2100 to 2500 to occasionally 2700 rpm. Proof of the pudding is that when oversize and standard cylinders are mixed on the same engine, no difference is discernible in the cockpit. Note: If a cylinder is cracked and it is repaired by welding, you will very likely end up having to regrind the barrel. The reason is that the heat of welding almost always causes some per-



manent distortion of the barrel, necessitating regrinding and plating to bring the bore back to standard dimensions. In general, we’re in favor of doing the least work possible, even if it means mixing chrome, standard, CermiNil and/or oversize jugs on the same engine. There is no benefit to be gained from pulling jugs that don’t need to be pulled. Of course, if cost is no object, go ahead and put your A&P’s kids through college. But if cost is no object, you’re in the minority. Break-in Considerations If we were forced to take sides in the re-plating e.g. CermiNil-vs. -oversize debate, at least where top overhauls are concerned, we’d probably choose oversize grinding as our initial preference, with the caveat that it’s permitted for the cylinder in question (some cylinders should not be ground oversize) as well as the availability of oversize parts. Steel cylinders (properly honed) give predictable break-in and may or may not be cheaper than the alternatives after all issues are considered. In the days of chroming cylinders, due to its inherent hardness, chrome was and is a far more difficult surface to “seat in to” for rings. On the other hand, there is really no downside the CermiNil route either since the break-in issue is as easy or even easier than steel cylinders. They also have the advantage of standard parts and greater resistance to corrosion than steel if the plane will sit much. In short, oversize vs CermiNil comes down to the number of cylinders you plan to do, price comparisons, time elements, and the availability of parts at the time. With steel cylinders (standard or oversize), it is important to begin the break-in as soon as possible after the cylinders are mounted on the engine, since polished (or honed) steel surfaces very quickly turn to rust unless inhibited with corrosion-preventive oil. During the break-in process, the microscopic hills and valleys in the honed barrel metal fill with varnish and combustion products to form—in effect—a protective coating, which helps slow the rapid corrosion that affects new cylinders. It’s essential to start this process as soon as the plane leaves the shop. More about break-in techniques in our next article in the next issue. See page 24 for the “Dropbox” Internet address for this article.• Light Plane Maintenance



Top Overhaul, Part 3 After a thorough review of symptoms a top overhaul has been chosen. How do you decide where to have the job done? by Kim Santerre



W



hether you are assisting in the performance of your top overhaul—or merely watching the process with an eye for saving money—you’ll want to watch out for common (and potentially expensive) faux pas and be aware of some important facts. Working with an aircraft shop is really no different from other service shops other than in many ways there are even less constraints on how much they can oversell on what you really need. Who would argue with an FAA certified mechanic? An owner with knowledge, that’s who. It could save you lots of money by getting what you absolutely need, not what they want to sell you. Conversely, I have known mechanics who could only be described as saints— totally selfless and hopelessly in love with aviation and to do right by people. There are even some shops not obsessed with extracting as much as they can from each customer, relying on repeat business and word of mouth recommendations by happy customers to keep a thriving customer base. There is a lot of variation out there as there is in any outfit providing a service. The trick is to know who is who. That starts with understanding your machine and your options. And, as usual, word of mouth is very important. Be sure the word is current and from more than one person. No shop can please all the people all the time. And some people are downright “unpleasable.” The FAA is not a police force or consumer protection agency, and only the most egregious and repetitive violations of FARs are prosecuted. You can find the sanctioned violators on the FAA Web site, and they are very few who have done some very dangerous things. Shop Atmosphere The atmosphere of aviation repair shops is generally less formal, and owner access www.lightplane-maintenance.com



is sometimes granted to varying degrees, whether it’s for the R&R portion or for the cylinder reworking, or both, usually it’s the R&R portion, possibly in your own hangar, working with your own mechanic. The reality is, tinkering in the shop with the mechanics on an ongoing basis is disruptive for the mechanics. One highly regarded and sought after engine repair station owner put in writing that he hates owner involvement, but will allow it if they pay additional fees for the time the mechanics waste answering questions. I have no idea if he really does this—at least formally as a line item in the bill. Few shops like the idea of owner involvement, but some do tolerate it more than others realizing aircraft owners think a lot more of their aircraft than they do their cars (notwithstanding some auto buffs who treasure their autos as owners do their airplanes). Also, business is not so overwhelming in most shops that they can afford to drive away potential customers who may spend thousands of dollars—and tell others. You may have to be satisfied with a detailed shop tour of facilities and equipment, and to get all your questions answered then, if that’s the way the shop does business. That is not an unreasonable compromise, but be suspicious of the shop unwilling to even do that or let you see periodic progress. Aviation service shops also tend to depend more on reputation, being the niche service that it is, particularly compared to big auto dealerships where they have a huge potential customer base, management oversight with quotas to fill and less dependence on reputation and repeat business (at least in our view). The risks you assume as an out of state customer with an out of state shop can vary dramatically from state to state with varying consumer protection laws. It’s one reason why some owners like to stay local, but if the local shops do not fill the bill,



Shop Work Basics I wouldn’t let that stop me from seeking out the best service I can find anywhere in the country. Just be aware there is more potential risk if things go very wrong and possible litigation is a consideration. Also, there are many individual mechanics and some IAs willing to work with owners right at their hangars. This is the R&R part of the process, where only bolt-off, bolt-on work would be done and the rest of any type of precision or machine work is sent out. The quality and costs here will vary widely, and you have little recourse if you are unhappy with the outcome, and essentially have no guarantee other than the willingness of the mechanic to make good. On the upside it is a terrific education for the owner, if not particularly a big money saver. That was the route I almost always took and was lucky because I was already friends with all the IAs and mechanics I hired to supervise me over the years as I learned aviation mechanics. You can also find signatures for sale from people who have nothing to lose or are desperate for money, but that is truly a risky, buyer beware proposition. A Flexible, Alternative Approach There is another very flexible, professional approach to doing a top overhaul that we like very much. That is using a highly regarded engine major overhaul repair station that also does top overhauls as well. We like shops that are not too big or too We have been emphasizing the need for careful assessment to determine if a top is necessary. Sometimes there is no doubt such as when the top and bottom half of the cylinder part company.
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Cylinders are heavy and need to be properly packaged if you will be shipping them out yourself. Get advice from the overhauler on how they want the cylinders boxed up for shipment to avoid damage. Normally, the valve assemblies will go with the cylinder.



small, say, 100 or so engines are overhauled a year, and lots of top end work. There are a number of repair stations around the country that can do this, and often they have the ability to remove and replace the cylinders on the engine on a fly-in basis (of course that means two trips, since this is not a wait for service operation). Alternatively you can ship the cylinders in for overhaul, where they are shipped back to your mechanic or local shop for reinstallation. You want to look for a shop that has a stable and consistent workforce. That says three things. First, people like to work there. Second, they know how to work together. Third, they have a lot of experience acquired over the years. This is not all that common. We have seen a number of shops where turnover is frequent, including the management. That is not a good sign. The only thing that often stays the same is the shop name, which, to a degree, is misleading. Such shops are not on my short list for repair services. Although they may be OK, we believe that you can do better. For instance one such shop that is on the Aviation Consumer top repair station engine overhaul shop list is Zephyr Hills Aviation in Zephyr Hills, Florida. They 
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are not too big or too small so you get very individualized attention. You can talk with them at length for the best approach for your individualized situation. We are personally acquainted with the long-term management and worker team and their distinctive “customer comes first style.” They have great flexibility in accommodating exactly what the customer wants, combined with the latest technology machines to do the job right. This method allows you to get the best possible top end work. What you have to also do is assure that the mechanic on the receiving end of the overhauled cylinders, where your plane is located, does an equally good job at installing the overhauled cylinders. All the good machine work in the world can be negated by sloppy installation, or poor removal techniques such as leaving case through bolts relaxed when the cylinders are removed. If there is anywhere that you should be able to get a good feel for abilities and experience is with shops in your local area. Again, word of mouth is a great source of information. Don’t neglect the social media if you use it as well as any aircraft “type” clubs. The good and bad work results get around the community. Common Mistakes There are a number of things to look out for in the top overhaul process, particularly in field shops or small, one person operations where you have an opportunity to either participate or at least watch. Some of these things may be thought of as wives tales or urban myths, but they do in fact happen. 1. Installation of a piston ring incorrectly. The proper orientation depends on the manufacturer service bulletin. Example: The scraper ring goes upside down with TCM engines and ECI rings for steel and cerminil cylinders per ECI bulletin 94-4-1. Read the directions. 2. Polished steel parts should not be touched with bare hands. Skin oils, salts and acids can start micro corrosion in hours. 3. Bare steel parts should be coated with oil as soon as possible. A steel cylinder liner can start to rust in hours if stored in a humid environment. 4. Failure to mask the underside of the cylinder hold-down flange prior to painting the cylinder. A thin paint film under the base flange will cause torque to be lost on hold-down bolts, resulting in the



studs shearing under high load. The same goes for RTV-type sealants, which should never be used under cylinder hold-down flanges. Also, base color is often applied where it should not be used. 5. Pistons should not be cleaned in soap or detergent solutions. Cast aluminum is porous and will retain soap residue. Later, the soap will combine with the mineral oil in the engine to create foam, which interferes with lubrication. 6. Using STP as a build-up oil can hinder break-in. STP contains a potent anti-wear agent that bonds to steel and may interfere with ring seating. Non-detergent 50- or 60- weight engine oil should be used during the final build-up or any combination as specified in the appropriate overhaul manual. Hint: Using STP in an aircraft engine oil is asking for big trouble any time. 7. Chromed cylinders can be rechromed, if you can find a source still doing this. 8. Installing chromed rings (normal for a steel barrel) in chrome-plated cylinders is a huge mistake. 9. New barrels can be put on old cylinder heads, and vice versa. 10. Installing rings with the incorrect part number is a frequent error. Consult the latest manufacturer’s service bulletin on ring application when choosing replacement parts. 11. Beware of a failure to retorque the crankcase through studs after removal of the cylinders for top overhaul (before reinstallation). Keeping torque on these studs is necessary to prevent possible main bearing distress due to the case torque relaxing. 12. Connecting rods and crankshaft dynamic counterweights can be serviced during a top overhaul. If you wish to rebush rods or counterweights or replace connecting rod bolts, now is a good time to do it. 13. Costly errors in craftsmanship include failure to use a fiber or wooden drift to pound piston pins out of pistons and failure to support the connecting rod properly before pounding the piston pins (allowing the crankshaft to absorb all the pounding). If the piston pins are tight, their removal can be eased by first heating the piston dome with a portable hair drier or purpose-made heater gun. Use of a propane torch must be done with extreme care to not overheat past 500 degrees. Light Plane Maintenance



14. Valve guides should be replaced before cylinder honing. Residual honing oil can cook to varnish on cylinder walls as the jug is heated in the oven in preparation for guide replacement. This varnish, in turn, will interfere with ring seating during break-in. 15. Per the overhauler’s top cylinder man: “The single most important thing is to fail to check dry tappet clearance. It is the biggest source of problems for top overhauls, and unecessary calls to the overhauler.” And even when the cylinder works, it could have worked better if the dry tappet clearance check had been done. This is the most important point in the entire article in his view. It is often necessary to remove the entire exhaust system (and/or intake system) from an engine in order to get just one cylinder off. Your A&P isn’t pulling your leg when he makes this claim. During the buildup, care must be taken not to touch polished steel parts with bare hands, which can convey corrosive salts and acids to the metal. As soon as possible, coat bare steel parts with heavyweight mineral oil. Cessna’s labor flat-rate book recommends allowing six hours’ removal/installation time for removing the first cylinder from a six cylinder engine, then three hours more for each cylinder after that. To Top or Not to Top: Summation So when the possibility of a top overhaul enters the picture or when the choice appears to be between a top and a major overhaul, some basic principles should guide your thinking. First, if it’s just a matter of whether a top overhaul is even necessary, and the degree of the top. Do not consider a “top overhaul” unless you are personally convinced that one or more cylinders is/are mechanically or materially defective. Seek advice from someone knowledgeable that you trust (face to face), preferably someone who will not profit from a decision to go ahead with the overhaul. Get a second opinion. Never tear a cylinder (or engine) down on the basis of any single compression check. Employ a variety of indicators (oil consumption, spectrum analysis, compression, aircraft performance, spark plug deposits, borescope examination, etc.) as crosschecks of each other, and study the trend, not the individual data points. Don’t buy more work than you actually www.lightplane-maintenance.com



need. If one cylinder needs work, rework just that cylinder—not all the cylinders. And if the only thing a cylinder needs is new rings and a hone job, have just that work done. Don’t let anyone talk you into trading your existing cylinders for unknown overhauled/ exchange units, if your present jugs are first run serviceable (or can be made serviceable). Likewise, if something is working okay, leave it alone; for example, don’t replace the valves if they have been working all along and spec out OK. Be sure you get what you pay for. Ask to have all replaced parts (pistons, rings, valve guides, or whatever) returned to you upon completion of the job, so you can see for yourself that your old parts really did need replacing. It also may tell you something about your operating technique or other issues such as with fuel flow. For example, how much flow there is in an injected engine at full power—some fuel flows are adjusted at the engine pump on the marginal (lean) side even when the cockpit mixture control is full rich. If everything is burned, be suspicious and check the flow gauge to book values, as you cannot dial in more flow from the cockpit at full power—it has to be adjusted on the engine. It’s not rare with the C-210. And inspect the new parts yourself, if you can, before they are installed to see that they correspond with what’s shown on the final invoice. Also, if you specified factory parts, be sure that’s what you get, since they are more costly. If it develops that a thorough top overhaul (involving all cylinders) is truly in order, careful consideration should be given to a major, rather than a top overhaul—particularly if the engine is more than two-thirds of the way to TBO. The reason: a top runs about 1/3 the cost of a major with accessories. This difference is actually less than the increase in resale value of your plane that will take place after the engine is declared “zero SMOH.” So it may actually pay you to do the major, rather than the top. Another thing to consider: Most major overhauls come with a warranty. Most tops don’t. And how would you feel if—100 hours after paying $1,000 or much more per jug for a top overhaul-your crankcase were to crack? Remember, too, that when your engine finally does come in for its major overhaul,



Here, this worker at ECI is using a very expensive SERDI brand machine to do precision valve work on the cylinder. Compare the above with the common field practice of using an electric drill with accessories and trying to do precision work. Hand work cannot match a machine.



most of the things replaced during your top overhaul-piston rings and gaskets, for example (and maybe also exhaust valves, valve springs, etc.)—will have to be replaced again, whether they have acquired 100 hours or 1,000. Gaskets, rings, and valve guides are mandatory-replacement items during any major overhaul. This list is quite extensive, and while technically the list is a service bulletin, to ignore it if the shop would even agree to such a thing would be both bad judgement as well as may invalidate any warranty. These are just a few of the things to consider before deciding whether to invest in a “hot section” repair to your piston engine, or go all the way with a major overhaul. The final choice is up to you and which of the many varieties of “top” you want to do. Next month we’ll talk about the breakin procedure with various barrel finishes, what its purpose is exactly, and whether you really need to use mineral oil, even if only one cylinder has been topped. Stay tuned. This article as well as the preceding two of this series are available for a free download at the Dropbox Web site. See the back page in the gray box at the bottom of the third column for the Internet address (URL). APRIL 2012
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The Top Overhaul—Break-in It just doesn’t get more critical than the proper break-in technique. Do it wrong and thousands can be wasted. by LPM Staff



W



hat exactly is “break-in”? Basically, it’s nothing more than the wearing away of the highest high points in the interface between the appropriate composition piston rings selected to match up with the chosen material finish of the cylinder walls. In other words it’s the proper matching of ring material to the cylinder material, and proper ring/cylinder matching is as important as the break-in process itself. Choose the wrong rings for the cylinders and the cylinders and rings can virtually weld together. Things are well controlled now, but while the newer cylinder finishes were being developed some years ago there were several hiccups in selecting the best ring composition for cylinders other than plain steel, nitrided steel or channel chrome cylinders, three cylinder finishes that have been with us for many decades. If looked at under a microscope the ring and cylinder surfaces when new would look like a series of ridges and valleys. The honing process is critical in dimension depth, finish and angle in providing the right interface for this mating and wearing in of surfaces as well as the holding of an oil film on the cylinder wall for good lubrication and long cylinder life. In our view and experience, honing cannot done properly with hand-held equipment. The same is true of valve seating, and that’s why we emphasized the need for specialized, floor standing, high end equipment for both these tasks. Shops we have mentioned have such equipment and the know-how. The Mating Game What happens is the higher friction component of normally used mineral oil promotes this mating process. In a chrome cylinder, you’re wearing cast-iron rings against a chrome-surfaced barrel; in a steel jug, your wearing chrome-faced rings against a steel barrel. Such requirewww.lightplane-maintenance.com



ments should make it clear that for the average engine you do not want additives interfering with this process. There are exceptions, however, that we’ll mention in the next section. It is also surprising, then, that some shops in the field use things like STP in the engine build-up process, which fights the very thing we want to happen in the engine—the wearing in of parts to each other. It’s strange, but unfortunately true that some odd practices have developed over the years from people who don’t like to read the factory manuals. The Break-in Process The oil to use for break-in is straight, unadulterated mineral oil for most engines— even if you are doing only one cylinder. There are exceptions: Some engines e.g. Lycoming O-320-H and O-360-E—also known as the 76 series—and most turbo engines normally start out on ashless dispersant oil, to ensure adequate lubrication of critical valve and/or turbo parts. Once the engine is installed in the airplane, the Lycoming additive 16073 ? is used per the Lycoming bulletin. It’s a trade-off between wearing in the rings and cylinder walls and wearing out the tappet faces and cam in a manner of speaking for the 76 series engines. (See Lycoming Service Bulletin No. 318, and Service Instruction 1014.) Merely flying on mineral oil does not guarantee good break-in, however. High cylinder mean effective pressures are also needed to promote rupture of the ring/piston oil film. Translated, that means you have to fly at high power settings. Turbos have no problems in this area because the extra boost provides adequate ring-to-cylinder pres-



sures, thus the ability to stay on AD oils from the start. From the moment a fresh cylinder is put into service, the minute valleys in the surface of the metal begin to fill up with varnish (cooked oil). When break-in is done improperly (generally caused by low power operation) the valleys overflow with varnish, the metal acquires a smooth, “glazed” surface, rendering further breakin difficult, if not impossible. If you think about what’s going on, it should be fairly evident that the process of ring seating is actually a race between the countervailing forces of ridge wear-down, on the one hand, and varnish accumulation, on the other hand. The kinetics of these two processes determine whether you end up with glazed cylinders (and 3-hrs/qt oil consumption), or good ring seating (and dry-running cylinders). Most aircraft engines have two compression rings, an oil control ring, and (in some cases) a wiper ring below the wrist pin. Optimum oil control depends on proper break-in of all three (or four) rings. But notice what happens when you put a fresh set of rings in service: The top ring, naturally, is exposed to the greatest combustion pressure. The normal pathway for escape of the pressure is for gases to travel In this highly exaggerated drawing we show the path of combustion forces, which get past the piston edge and forces the rings against the wall of the cylinder. When the cylinder is new the rings and cylinder wall need to wear into each other at a microscopic level. Mineral oil ruptures more easily than oil with additives, so it better promotes this action. High power settings help assure this action as well. BMEP stands for brake mean effective pressure.
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Be sure to do a dry tappet clearance check, as it’s the only way to get the maximum power from each cylinder.



behind the rings, then down to the next land or groove; then around the inside of that ring, and down again. The net effect is that the number-two compression ring “feels” only about 40 percent as much pressure as the top ring; while the oil-control ring may feel only a tenth the pressure of the top ring. Also, there’s a corresponding temperature gradient: The top ring runs hot, the second ring a little less so, and so on. What this means, of course, is that the top ring breaks in preferentially over the remaining rings in the set. The top compression ring is going to break in no matter how you operate the engine (within reason). But the downstream rings may never break in, if they fail to be exposed to high pressures and temperatures. This is why overhaulers tell plane owners not to “baby” their engines during break-in—especially low-compression engines, which barely produce enough pressure below the top ring to favor good break-in Recommended Procedures The fact is, if you insist on performing lengthy or repeated ground runs prior to your first post-overhaul flight, you’ll only hasten the formation of excess cylinder varnish, while creating conditions that favor the break-in of your top compression rings to the exclusion of all other rings. The country’s largest overhaulers recommend the following general procedure: 1. Pre-oil the engine before startup, in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations. (If OAT is below freezing, preheat engine and oil.) 2. Keep ground running to a minimum (5 minutes max). 
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3. Don’t cycle the prop beyond a minimal functionality check of a few hundred rpm drop. (Based on adverse personal experiences, we do not agree with the idea to not cycle the prop at all since you must assure it’s functioning properly.) 4. Take off at full power, noting rpm, and oil pressure. 5. Leave the cowl flaps open. Do not reduce power to below 80 percent. 6. Climb no higher than 5,000 feet density altitude to assure you can maintain at least 75 percent power. Fly around the airport at no less than 75-percent power for an hour. 7. Land and check oil consumption. How do you know when the engine has broken in? Initial ring seating should occur within the first 15 minutes to two hours. (Thereafter, cylinder head temperatures will stabilize—but remember, your factory CHT is wired to only one cylinder.) Final break-in—signified by stabilized oil consumption—should come in less than 50 hours, and normally under 10 for steel or CermiNil. “If oil consumption hasn’t stabilized in 100 hours,” says a spokesman for a respected east-coast overhaul shop, “further action possibly deglazing of the cylindersis called for.” Not all engines break in at the same rate (chromed jugs take longer than steel, for example), nor with the same degree of success. Such engines as the Lycoming O-360A series with nitrided jugs can be counted on to break in properly, within 50 hours, in a high percentage of cases. On the other hand: “About three out of every ten O470s we rebuild come back with break-in problems, typically high oil usage,” reports one east-coast overhauler. “It has to do with ring design and operator practice, we think.” Overhaulers stress one point over and over again: Owners should not fly at reduced power during break-in. “It’s the most frequent problem we have,” says one A&P. “Guys are afraid to run at 26 square, or at red line. These engines are built to run wide open (notwithstanding the few engines with a 5 minute 2850 rpm limit and unlimited 2700 rpm or lower). But just try to convince an owner of that.” Obtaining the proper asperity during chroming is critical, for the asperities, or “channels,” in the chrome surface hold the oil for cylinder-wall lubrication. The cylinders soak in hot chromic acid at a high electrical current for eight hours, at the end of which the current is reversed to



cause the oil-holding channels to form. Some Continental factory reps even recommend leaving the throttle firewalled on climb out, and reducing prop rpm only. (This is for low compression, normally aspirated models.) “Basically, you can operate your manifold pressure and rpm anywhere where there’s not a red line on the gauges,” remarked one engine man. “Frankly, I wish more pilots would take this to heart.” If you have CermiNil treated cylinders, follow the ECi break-in bulletin, which is not a whole lot different than plain steel. Break in is generally easy with CermiNil. Break-in After Chroming When the engine is chromed, break-in has to be handled with special care to meet special demands. “Chrome has very poor “wettability;” an expert on the subject explains, “and oil control is a real problem if the asperity isn’t right.” (In the chroming process—which takes eight hours or more—the electric current is reversed during the last few minutes of plating. This causes tiny fissures or asperities called “channels” to open up in the surface of the chrome.) “The degree of channeling is critical, because it’s the channels that hold oil and provide proper cylinder-wall lubrication.” Break-in is often difficult in a chromed engine because the chrome is so hard. During break-in in a plain-steel cylinder, the rings are of harder face material than the cylinder walls, and in effect the walls seat to the rings, just as the rings seat to the cylinder. In a chromed jug, on the other hand (where soft cast-iron rings are used), the cylinder walls are extremely hard and “ungiving”; the rings seat to the walls, but not vice-versa. If the wall finish is too rough or nonuniform, the choke contour is not right, etc., the rings never stand a chance of breaking in right. “If the asperity is wrong, or the operator doesn’t fly the engine hard right away, you’ll get cylinder glazing before ring seating can occur,” our expert affirms.” Then you’re looking at pulling the jugs off, honing them, putting new rings on, and pulling your hair out. And when you’re all done, you still might only get a quart every four hours over the life of the engine.” Fortunately for over a decade we have had a very successful alternative with CermiNil cylinder wall treatment Light Plane Maintenance



pioneered by ECI. With tens of thousands of cylinders in service there is no need to wait to see how well the technology has worked out—it is a success. The problems encountered by some engines and planes with the predecessor technology, cermichrome, have not shown up. The CermiNil process has all the advantages of chrome with none of the downside risk of a poor break-in. It’s the perfect cylinder treatment for low utilization engines. It should be readily apparent by now to those newly exploring the mysteries of aircraft engines that a little savvy about the world of the cylinder can be beneficial. The more knowledge the better, especially if protective maintenance is on the agenda. We want to conclude this section by stating that you should follow the procedures of the shop that overhauled your cylinders, or perhaps stated another way the shop that will be involved in the warranty service of the cylinders if they do not break in properly. The very first question is going to be “did you follow our break-in instructions?” You had better be able to take out a written copy of their instructions and quote chapter and verse if you want warranty consideration. Our recommendations on break-in procedures represent a general consensus. Summary So, after several articles what have we learned about the top overhaul? We have learned that many people think it is done far more than is necessary based on a single compression reading of less than 60/80. That it is too often considered a knee-jerk reaction to a single bum cylinder score, without enough questions being asked by the owner. From the maintenance side we have learned that we must look at it from a systematic perspective in both the decision as to whether a top is necessary at all, based on a multiplicity of evaluative factors. The owner must also realize that most top overhauls have far less, if any, warranty considerations than a major overhaul would. Always ask if there is any warranty consideration, though. What “systematic” means is that this evaluative process must follow a well thought out series of investigations of any untoward engine indications of cylinder distress, most often characterized by low www.lightplane-maintenance.com



compression scores i.e. below 60/80 and/or high oil usage. That, in reality, low cylinder scores may or may not be valid indicators or that the compression tests even have been done properly with calibrated equipment. The same caveats hold true for high oil usage. It could be caused by something else that must be eliminated as a possible cause. It also means the owner must assure that the compression check is done properly, according to manufacturer bulletins, which specify required equipment and procedures, especially Continental. Also that follow-up compression checks are done to get a second opinion if low scores are encountered the first time. Remember the term “calibrated orifice.” Then, that other maintenance checks such as borescoping are conducted as well as trend analysis from the maintenance records. Getting the sage advice of a knowledgeable mechanic who does not have a financial stake in the outcome is also a good idea. He may be the right person to do a set of compression scores and follow the manufacturer guidelines to the letter in doing the check. Trend analysis is also valuable as one facet of the decision process. If the engine suddenly starts using prodigious quantities of oil or there is a gradual increase, for example. Have the cylinder scores been trending lower or dropped all of a sudden. Sudden or dramatic changes are the things that should get your attention that the cause definitely needs to be found. We also have to look at the problem from the economic point of view. That is dependent on how much you fly, where you are in the TBO run, and the length of the TBO cycle for your particular engine. The cost numbers for your engine such as the cost of a top vs. a major must also be discerned and compared. An economic analysis must be conducted by the owner for their particular engine to see whether a top would make more economic sense than a major at any particular point in the TBO run. How you fly, where you fly, how long you fly, how often you fly, etc., will all



These are various length push rods that connect valves to the camshaft. It’s critical after doing the dry tappet clearance check shown at opposite page photo to get any required different length push rod needed. The hydraulic lifter only has a limited amount of lash and the push rod length is designed to make up any greater differences in measurement.



enter into the equation of which way to go. You need to gather financial data in the form of actual shop quotes for a top, versus the cost of a major. There well be some point at which you are too close to the published TBO to consider the top an economically advisable move. This will vary from engine to engine and whether you are looking for a field overhaul or a factory reman or even a new engine if considering a major overhaul instead of a top. Also, what needs to go into the equation is what kind of top are you looking for? What is your goal for the top—100 more hours or 500 more? You need to decide if you want to go for a full top or if simply fixing only the problem cylinders with minimal repairs of only parts that are out of specification is what you either can afford or what you want. There is no reason that simply one cylinder cannot be topped, although you must recognize there are some economies of labor costs for doing a whole bank as opposed to a single cylinder since many of the parts on one side have to come off whether it’s one or three cylinders on the same side of a six-cylinder engine. The bottom line is it is a very individualized process that must be conducted by an in-depth analysis if you have any hope of making a cost effective decision.• MAY 2012
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